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Fancyyourself
asaSudolcu
Master?
If so, you could pocket a cool €200 for
doing what you do best. All you have to do
is buy the Irish Independent compact
edition and complete 5 different Sudoku
puzzles over the next 5 days and you could
be €200 richer. It couldn't be easier!
Don't worry if you need alittle extra time to grease your grey cells because we11 be running
this competition with the €200 prize fund in EVERY ISSUE of Oil throughout the year.
Once you have completed the puzzles, drop them into your Student's Union
office, addressed to Compad Irish Independent, DIY Sodoko Competition,
AIL Ciara SpeI_n.
Ireland's ational Quality Daily.
the compact
Hello everyone....
Hope everyone is keepeing well
after a hectic week or two with the
RAG and SHA.G festivities taking
place in DIT at the same time.
In this edition please check-out
the Student Questionnaire on
page 14. Please do not put your
name on it but return it to your
local Students' Union office in the
next two weeks. If enough of you
fill the form out, for the next issue
we will have a look at the results
and see what problems really
face students in modern times.
The RAG week was a success
and hopefully we have raised
the 20,000 euro target for the
Central Remedial Clinic. The bed
push was my favourite part of
the week and I was there myself
as the gang took off from DIT
Rathmines as they headed into
town attracting attention from all
passers-by. They did a great job
and I stayed with them up to the
end of Grafton St., until the old
hamstring injury got the better of
me and I opted for the safety of
my cosy office.
We have a full round-up of the
weeks activities at the back of the
magazine so please check it out!
I have also spent the last week
or so looking at a story that was
brought to my attention by an
Aungier Street student who
missed three weeks of lectures
at the beginning ofJanuary due
to a mix-up with the student's
academic calendar. Please turn
to page 6 & 7 to see the reaction
from DIT President, Brian Norton
on the matter.
Cormac Cahill, Editor.
compact@ditsu.ie
Tel: (01) 402 46 S4
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So that was SHAG/RAG week
'06! Will you ever forget it, or do
even remember? While there is
huge emphasis on everyone to
get out and enjoy the events,
I think we brought back some
of what 'Raising And Giving' is
all about - the charity aspect. It
was brilliant to see so many of
our students out on the streets
tapping the public up for money
for our chosen charity, the Central
Remedial Clinic. I have to com-
mend all those who took part,
and the sterling work of the local
and overall ents crew's, without
whom none of this would have
been possible. At the time of go-
Ing to print, we are well on target
to raise the €20,000 we aimed
for. We also ran a very succesful
SHAG awareness campaign last
week, well done to Ber and Aimee
for keeping us informedl We
would like to thank AIB, Bank
of Ireland and DIT, who all gave
generously to help us run the
week, and a special thanks to DIT
President Brian Norton for his
help in encouraging all students
and staff to take part.
Next up we have the sabbatical
elections, so if you are interested
in running, get on the website,
and get the required info. Keep
an eye out for the candidates and
make sure to grill them on their
policies!
As you will see in the feature
story, we are extremely busy with
DIT issues at the moment, but
that's what we are here for, so If
the problems of other students
highlight some of your own, make
sure to come to us with them.
For comment on RAG Trip see
pg. 31.
Bob Coggins,
Students' Union President
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map. Sometimes outmanoeu-
vred by larger forces we have
to rely on diplomatic missions
to the United Nations of
DITSU 'the Governing Coun-
cil'. With supply lines from
Base Command to Mountjoy
Square subverted to larger
operations we have learned
to live on meagre rations.
Re-estabilising trade routes is
our top priority due to the very
strategic position of th is base
and we are encouraging on-
going recruitment drives.
We need to keep a foothold
in the terrain of DIT using the
underground movement that
is Student Union as a perfect
assault vehicle. I believe our
work here is vital to the opera-
tions of base Mountjoy Sq.,
and encourage civilians to en-
list immediately or risk assault
of our most deadly weapon
labelled Project Bob!
The officers on site and our
army of ents struggle to hold
our position on the DITSU
By pa~C?nnell (Convenor)
On a hill O~rlOOkingDublin
is the position of the base of
Academic Affairs in Mountjoy
Square, to tell you exactly
where it is would be top
secret information kinda .
Modules, semesterisation and
plans of work are the tactics
deployed on this site. At all
hours (between 8.30 and 9pm)
our trained porters secure and
patrol our labyrinth like cor-
ridors. Central operations are
located in our bunker code-
named "the canteen". Within
our base the forces of Student
Union maintains an outpost,
manned by Commander in
chief of Academic affairs (must
have left the keys in the door)
Capt. Mary Scally supported
by our militaristic fiery ex-vp
SSA Major Sharon Hughes
(whose late night initiation
exercises are now at legendary
proportions).
Thirdly, please enjoy the
many 'clean campus' themed
activities we'll be haVing over
the coming weeks. This is a
common problem across DIT,
and it's in your own interest to
keep your union tidy.
"I pity the fool who don't
keep this clean"
Hello Aungier StreetStude~ . roduces can
~ and should be recy d.Hope you all enjoyed e funthat was had over RA / Secondly, when you h
SHA.G. week. eating or enjoy" ambi-
ence in the SU common area,
please put your rubbish into
the appropriate bin. If you
happen to spill anything/
knock anything over/ break
something, please either clean
it up, or notify somebody.
We have been looking around
Aungier Street DIT, and we've
noticed some worrying trends.
THE PLACE IS FILTHYI
So, as your local Aungier
Street 'Local Programme
Implementation Team' (A-
Team for short), we're doing
something about it l
Firstly, those clear bins, the
ones that you can see through,
those are recycling bins please
use them. Recycling has come
a long way. You no longer need
to separate all you r waste.
Just put it all in the clear bins.
Everything except coffee cups,
anything organic/wet and
sandwich wrappers can go into
the clear bags. This means
that almost all the rubbish
A lot has happened here in
Bolton St., since Christmas.
We had a Well Fair Week from
Jan 21st Feb 3rd which promot-
ed a healthier lifestyle through
sports and fitness demonstra-
tions and nutritional advice.
A selection of Moore St., ladies
were walking around hand-
ing out free fruit and a giant
cigarette with information on
quitting smoking.
RAG trip tickets went on sale
on Monday 7th and were
sold out in a few hours. There
was unconfirmed reports of
a number of students who
camped outside the side gates
of the college (yes on the
street) to be first in the queue.
The night was passed by play-
ing topless rugby on the street
at 3:00am. A true testament
that the Bolton St. students
will do anything for anything,
were not even buying tickets!
Then there was the naked,
half naked posing on the com-
mon area floor in Bolton St. for
the cover of the RAG calendar.
So basically it was a fairly
quiet few weeks - well for
Bolton St anyway!
It's that time of year again-
when study must commence,
assignments must be done and
projects must be handed in!!
Well a small word of advice,
don't get too highly strung
with it, just relax and set
deadlines!! if you have any
problems don't hesitate to
call up to the Students' Union
office, we have the numbers
for everywhere for whatever
problem you have.
I'll also be trying to run
events about once a week to
help take your mind of your
worries. Any suggestions
you have for games or events
please call in to us.
I want to say a big thank you
for everybody that helped
raise money for RAG 8<. SHAG
week 2006, it was a great suc-
cess and the money wi II make
a big difference to the Central
Remedial Clinic.
Until next episode, take it
easy.
the majority of the campers
the compact
Do you have
something to say?
Send a letter to the
compact and tell us
what you are feeling
on sports) societies)
music or college life.
compact@ditsu.ie
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Students) Union Welcomes
Assurances by D1T President
over Missing Lectures
OIT Students) Union has welcomed assurances made by the OIT Presi-
dent) Professor Brian Norton) that students who missed three full weeks
of lecturing at the beginning of Januray will have all of their coursework
deliverd as promised it has emerged.
DITNEWS
A great deal of confusion has The student outlined the error: (the highest decision making "Preparing to switch to a new
been caused since DIT have made "In my year book it says that we body in DIT on academic matters) format has involved lengthy plan-
strides towards modulisation finish on 12th December 2005 and in relation to the semesterised ning, discussions at academic
within a semesterised aca- would return to the Institute on calender was sought and agreed counCil," he said.
demic calendar as it has left some the 9th January 2006. But when I in April 2005. An exemption was
courses trying to combine their came back on that date we were sought for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th "Negotiations with the relevant
old year calendars with the new told that we wouldn't be coming year students by the Marketing representative bodies such as the
semesterisation timetable. back until the 30th January 2006 Department. TUI, extensive work by academic
- it's a disgrace." staff to re-organise course con-
This reached its zenith this However, the calendars and tent and assessment to meet the
January when some Marketing Another marketing student - a yearbooks that were prepared in new system, and the introduction
students within the Faculty of 3rd year - also contacted 'The early summer 2005 and issued to of electronic systems to man-
Business in Aungier Street missed Compact' and said that they too students at the beginning of the age the collation of assessment
three full weeks of lecturing. They had missed three full weeks of academic year did not take this results."
had been assured that classes lecturing time. "Before Christ- derogation into account.
would commence in the new year mas the lecturers were hinting The President explained the some
on 9th January only then to be that we may not be coming back This claim has been confirmed courses were not semesterised
told that they wouldn't be com- until 30th January and said we by 'The Compact' who managed and other had sought an exemp-
mencing until 30th January. wouldn't be covering any new to obtain a copy of the 2nd year tion in the form of derogation.
material," said the clearly dis- Marketing year time-table where "Two areas were not semester-
Student Reaction tressed student. it clearly states that students are ised - they were apprenticeship
finished college on 12th December and Junior music instrumental
This left some students feeling "My year head told us to come 2005 and were supposed to com- tuition," said Prof. Norton.
decidedly angry towards the back on 9th January 2006 so mence college in the new year on
Institute's authorities for this when I came back on that date 9th January. "In addition, a small number of
terrible mix-up. there was only SIX people in the programmes were granted dero-
class and then I received a few President's Reaction gations for a year to allow their
The alarm was raised by one 2nd emails from lecturers saying there programme committees to re-
year Marketing student who con- was no classes until 30th Janu- I contacted the President of DIT, organise some specific elements
tacted 'The Compact' who felt "ex- ary," continued the student. Professor Brian Norton, and according to the new timetable
tremely let down by the Institute," put to him the concerns of the reqUirements," said Prof Norton.
over the saga that saw the student Series of Events students and the confusion sur-
miss three weeks of lecturing at rounding the missing three weeks The President was quick to POint
the start of the new year. It IS understood that a deroga- of lecturing. out that the students that missed
tion from the Academic Council the three full weeks of lecturing
will not be affected in the long
run. "Students can be assured
that all coursework will be deliv-
ered within the academic year as
planned," said Professor Norton.
"The new system was imple-
mented at the beginning of the
2005-2006 academic year and not
everything has worked perfectly
but given the significant change
involved and thanks to the
outstanding co-operation of staff
and students, there have been
relatively few difficulties."
Confusion
However, the students still feel
that better communication could
have put their fears at rest. "If
someone had contacted us and
said 'you aren't back until 30th
January' that would have been
fine, but we were never told by
anyone and it's ridiculous in this
day and age," said the 3rd year
marketing student.
The second year student that I
spoke to also feels that she has
lost out on too much college time
as the student had a reading
week in November and another
one in March that is not a part
of their time-table. The student
also feels that the President's as-
surance that all classwork will be
deliverd rings hollow: "How can
it be? We have been scheduled
to have five extra weeks at the
beginning of the year and now
we don't. Where are they gOing
to find the time to put five more
weeks of lectures into the college
year? - are we going to have class
until Mayor are our exams not
going to start until June?"
TUI Part in the Story
However, sources within the
college have levied some blame
on the Teachers' Union of Ireland
(TUI) for the missed three weeks
of college. It has been alleged
that the TUI put pressure on the
Academic Council to adopt the
semesterisation calendar during
the academic year to ensure bet-
ter conditions for its members. Le
giving the lecturers more time off
over the Christmas break.
The 3rd year marketing student
that I spoke to said that some
lecturers did attend classes
but no new course work was
completed: "There was definitely
something going on; I'm not sure
whether it was intimadation from
the union (TUI) or what but there
was something going on."
The 2nd year student blames the
college and also the Teachers'
Union Ireland (TUI) are to blame
for the mess-up. "I think some
lecturers felt intimidated not to
come in," said the student.
TUI Reaction
However, when I spoke to
Michael Carr, Branch Secretary,
TUI Dublin Colleges Branch
about the mix-up he said that
no blame could be levied at the
union. "In order to facilitate this
introduction the Directorate in
DIT proposed a new academic
calendar," said Mr. Carr
"In June 2005, following negotia-
tions, the members of TUI voted
to accept this new semesterised
calendar. The agreement with
DIT did not provide for any
derogations from the agreed
calendar."
The teaching in Semester One of
this academic calendar ran from
19th September to 16th December
inclusive and Teaching in Semes-
ter Two of this academic calendar
runs from 30th January to 12th
May inclusive said Mr. Carr and
"this is the calendar which is
operated by TUI members in
accordance with the agreement
reached with management in
June 2005·"
However, Mr. Carr said that
derogation was sought by some
courses within DIT but these
exemptions are currently being
disputed. "Derogations where
granted from the calendar by the
academic council," he said.
"But these derogations where in
breach of the agreement and this
matter is the subject of an ongo-
ing dispute."
Students' Union
Speaking about the issue Berna-
dette Farrell, SU Vice-President
Student ~ Academic Affairs said
that throughout January her of-
fice dealt with lots of complaints
from unhappy students who
were irate that their scheduled
lectures weren't taking place.
"The most pressing concern for
these students was the impact
that the problem would have on
their workload for the rest of the
year and we share their concern,"
she said.
"Three weeks of lectures is a lot
to miss. Once the matter was
brought to our attention we im-
mediately made contact with the
relevant sections within the DIT
at Faculty level and within the
Department of Academic Affairs
in Pembroke Street and Brian
Norton was alerted also."
Ms. Farrell also said that as-
surances made by Professor
Norton concerning the missing
lectures are welcome: "We have
strenously protested on behalf of
the students affected and while
we welcome the assurances that
we have received we intend to
vigilantly monitor these courses
for the rest at the Academic Year
so that our students are not
adversely affected in any way by
circumstances that were entirely
outside their control."
The Students' Union President,
Bob Coggins, added that while he
accepted that there may well be
glitches in the implementation
of modularisation there has to
be greater awareness on the part
of the DIT that the needs of the
students are met as they are the
most important part of the entire
process.
The President of DIT, Professor
Brian Norton has encouraged any
students who have any prob-
lems or queries concerning the
semesterised calendar to contact
a member of the Students' Union.
"Should students have any fur-
ther queries or comments, their
feedback, through Student Union
representative and course tutors,
is encouraged," he stated.
"The Institute will be review-
ing the experiences of the initial
changeover throughout this year
in order to strengthen the model
and to ensure that students gain
from this development."
For the students who did miss
three weeks of lecturing at the
beginning ofJanuary, they will
ultimately have to wait until they
receive thei r end of year resu lts
to be able to say if - and by how
much - this mix-up has affected
their study.
The Compact understands that
these problems did not just
surface within the Marketing
Department in Faculty of Busi-
ness in Aungier Street and that
other courses in OIl may also
have been affected by the time-
table mess-up. However, there
was not sufficient time - prior
to publication - to research this
further.
Any student who has been
affected by any these issues
should contact:
Bernadette Farrell
academicaffairs@ditsu.ie or
086603 1075
It)s Time To Explore Dublin)s Beauty
For a relatively
small city Dublin
is certainly not
found wanting
when it comes to
places of histori-
cal and cu ltural
interest. Yet all to
often such places
remain unex-
plored and under-
appreciated.
LOCAL FEATURE
BY ANTHONY FLYNN
Details
IRISH JEWISH MUSEUM
Open only on Sunday from 10 '30am-
2'30pm dunng off-peak season
MARSH'S LIBRARY
open Monday, Wednesday -Fnday,
and Saturday (10'30am - ,pm)
8
Indeed, there are libraries,
museums, galleries and churches
whose existence is unknown to
the denizens of this city. It was
with this in mind that I set out
to investigate a sample of the
cultural attractions on offer in
Dublin city over the weekend
12/13 of February. I confined my
venture to the Dublin 2/8 sectors
- from Portobello Road as far as
Dame Street.
Archbishop Marsh's Library, lo-
cated in St. Patrick's Close, Dublin
8, was where I began exploring
in earnest. While elevated well
above the road, Marsh's Library
resides in the shadow of the tow-
ering St. Patrick's cathedral.
Constructed over three hundred
years ago, it holds the illustri-
ous title ofIreland's first public
library. The interior of the library,
with its dark oak bookcases,
has remained untouched in the
intervening three centuries. An
impressive collection of scholarly
work is housed in these book-
cases, with subjects as diverse
as astronomy, law, theology,
philosophy, navigation and math-
ematics on open display.
The icy cold temperature, neces-
sary to maintain the condition of
the rarefied books, will keep you
alert if nothing else. The second
wing of the library contains three
wired alcoves or 'cages' wherein
readers were enclosed in times
past. It is also in this second wing
that the death mask ofJonathan
Swift, himself a former Dean of
St. Patrick's cathedral and gov-
ernor of the library, is on display.
A few strides on from Marsh's
Library and I was immersing my-
self in the architectural grandeur
of my second destination - Christ
Church cathedral.
Hardly unknown to the denizens
of Dublin I hear you say - it's
arguably the city's most enduring
landmark! Yet how easy it is to
overlook Christ Church as a mere
tourist/school tour phenomenon.
Whether it's the ethereal effect
from the stained glass windows
that filter light in from all sides
of the cathedral, the seemingly
impossible feats of masonry from
floor to ceiling, or the fifteenth
century brass medieval lectern,
Christ Church cannot but fill you
with awe.
From the landmark status of
Christ Church to the relative
obscurity of my third and final
destination - the Irish Jewish
museum.
Situated on 3-4 Walworth Road,
just off Victoria Street, the muse-
um is hardly discernible from the
other red brick terraced houses
save for the plaque on the wall.
Initially serving as a synagogue
(from 1902-70), Jewish popula-
tion movement to the suburbs
combined with an overall decline
in the numberofIrishJews led to
its eventual closure.
Memorabilia on display offers a
glimpse into the religious, social,
economic, and sporting life of the
Irish Jewry. The recreation of a
Sabbath meal room with two can-
dlesticks, two loaves of Challah
bread, kosher wine and kiddush
cups adds to the authentic feel of
the overall display.
The history ofJews In any country
will for ever be entwined with the
extermination camps of Nazi Ger-
many. References in this museum
are made to the less than ac-
commodating stance of the then
Irish government to the plight of
Jewish refugees, both before and
duringWW2. The most pOignant
element of the museum's diS-
plays relates to Esther Stelnberg
- the only Irish known victim of
the Holocaust. Married in Dublin,
she then went to live with her
husband In Belgium. Being forced
to flee Belgium she sought sanc-
tuary in France only to be eventu-
ally captured and subsequently
transported to Auschwitz.
Above Archbishop Marsh's Library,
located In St. Patnck's Close, Dublin 8
DITWoos
School Leavers
OIT says it spent €100)000 in January
on advertising the college. The cam-
paign) (A Step Closer to the Real World»
was aimed at schoolleavers and used
press) radio and billboard ads. The
campaign is designed to highlight the
future move to one single campus in
Grangegorman from 2008.
DIT NEWS
BY DAVID WHITE
DIT and UCD generally compete for the most CAa applications, with
DIT usually receiving the higher number of applicants. An estimated
3,000 prospective students attended the DIT open day last December.
Insh Colleges are being forced to compete harder for students these
days, thanks to a marked increase in the number of college places on
offer. In 1986 there were 60,000 students applying for places on only
20 courses. Today there are around 700 courses available for 55,000
students. The deadline for CAa applications was February 1St.
UCD estimated expenditure on its 'Dublin's Education Capital' adver-
tising campaign was over €200,000, according to the Irish Times. CAa
applications to UCD have not matched the expectations of some senior
figures In Belfield in recent years, according to the newspaper report.
dit students' union
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Art and Design Week 2006
By, Rebecca O'Nelll
Part time officer for Art 8( DeSign
0863681501
, f
Workshops being held every
Tuesday in the basement of Kevln
Street, B30@ 6pm.
11 I I
Since they've done belly dancing
the society is sWitching to pole
danCing for a change. Watch out
Mountjoy Square's QUIrky society
has a fest of treats like thiS In store
for February.
Are holding there overall drama
week from the 27th February to the
11th March. It is promised to be two
weeks of drama that will have you
on the edge of your seat. For more
information log onto, socs.ditie
Are continUing a senes of work-
shops with outside facilitators
every Wednesday In the drama
room on the third floor at 6.30pm
Production has begun on two plays
for the DIT drama festival the Blue
room and a new play called the
next big thing.
Dance workshops are recommenc-
Ing, and dates and times are to be
confIrmed within the next few days,
so log onto socs.ditie for more
information.
Feeling lucky? If so the poker soc
are meeting every Tuesday In the
canteen in Bolton at 5.30. All are
welcome
The society has over 70 members
heading to Liverpool in March IS
planning to have a couple of society
nights out in February
February will see our resident
Bolton street boggers (the only soc
with three toy tractors) host the
Culchle ceile. Watch out around
campus for more information
Rainbow Week is coming up dates
to be confirmed. Also weekly meet-
Ings are being held, on a different
day every week, In different loca-
tions, so look up dltlgbt.com
The Bolton street based chess soc
are meeting every Monday night
in the coffee dock area In Bolton
Street from 7-9. All are welcome.
The society IS prepanng for the
chess Intervarslty In March.
J »)
Holding a Inter college dJ battle,
with eight colleges competing,
starting 23 February running to the
6th March, all Dublin heats In the
Pod. Info attached.
The Jugglers are holding a juggling
convention In March, thiS is an
event not to be missed, running
from Fnday 10th to Sunday 12th of
March. It is guaranteed to be an
extravaganza of fun colour and
excitement. Venus to be confirmed,
so keep your eye out for posters, or
on the soc.ie website. Also holding
weekly workshops every Monday,
5 - 8pm In Belvedere College,
Temple Street
Cathal Brugha's culinary arts and
fine foods society. February will
see the society embark on more
amazing meal experiences and
the society is planning to go on a
mystery trip away.
Classes start back on the 3rd
February, 3pm In the gym in Kevin
Street
It's that time of year again, when MountJOY Sq and Portland Row have
the" very own Art and Design Week. The week will be taking place at
the end of March before we all escape to our Easter holidays. The first
meeting Will be taking place in Mountloy Sq at "30 in Room 20S. As per
tradition the week will Include an all encompassing theme (last year It
was the wild west), a banquet held In Mountjoy Sq and a themed ball.
Events and on site activities will also take place all week. We need as
many hands on deck as we can, so If you like the idea of being D.]. on
the night, organising some unique events or Just helping to decorate
don't feel shy!
Holding workshops every Wednes-
day between 7 - 9pm, for all levels
In Kevin Street.
The Christian Union's weekly
meeting is moving from Bolton St
to Aungier St, Thursdays at 7pm In
the student Union student's activity
room.
Societies Listings
If you want your dub or society featured on these pages
for the next edition ofThe Compact please contact the
editor, Cormac Cahill compact@ditsu.ie
College Sloganeering Now
Rampant Around Ireland
HUMOUR CORNER
Eagle-eyed students may have noticed that DIT has been
running an advertising campaign aimed at CAO form-fill-
ers. This column has received exclusive misinformation
from a highly disreputable source that the slogan used
- 'DIT: It's a step closer to the real world' - was narrowly
chosen ahead of a number of alternative mottoes.
The slogan 'DIT: A step closer to flogging its prime city
centre real estate and slouching off to a disused mental
hospital in the suburbs was suggested, but its marketing
potential was considered limited.
The following slogans were also rejected:
OIl: We have no English department; never read a book
that won't make you money.
OIl: Many of our graduates are actually gainfully em-
ployed (and not just in bookshops either).
OIl: We do not play cricket: that's what Trinity is for.
OIl: We do not encourage independent thought. Your
future employers will like this.
OIl: DCU later.
OIl: A step closer to finally shedding its 'IT' status, if only
the authorities would recognise us, curse their elitist hides.
Suggested slogans for other colleges:
TCO: A step closer to a purely theoretical understanding of
the world. We're serious; you'll even have forgotten how to
tie your shoelaces after 4 years here.
UCG: Just try to ignore the crusties playing bongo drums.
DCU: Work will seem like fun when we've finished with
you.
UL: Limerick is a beautiful, friendly and, above all, safe
city in which to study. Soak up the completely non-violent
atmosphere of our campus. Now with metal detectors.
UCO: "Ohmygod! UCD is like, so, like, ohmygod!" A UCD
student endorses her college
NUl Maynooth: With its proud tradition of theology, phi-
losophy and cider parties, Maynooth has been producing
enlightened, liver-damaged graduates for centuries.
OBS: We're not a proper college at all. Don't know what
we're doing here.
Griffith College: The suggestion that any of our staff have
connections to Sinn Fein is malicious mischief making and
is highly damaging to the third level education process.
Marino Institute: Mura dtuigeann tu seo 'se Colaiste na
Trionoide an ait duit, a mhadra Shasanaigh lofa!
College of Surgeons: Fed up with the high points aspiring
medics must achieve in their Leaving? Daddy's a doctor?
Got a few hundred grand to spare? No problem! Give us a
call today.
And last, but not least, lest they should develop some kind
of massive inferiority complex:
UCC: Cork is the best city in Ireland, way, way better that
Dublin, like, and how many jazz festivals does Dublin have
and how many times was it European Capital of Culture
and Cork has the longest corridor in the country, way,
way longer than any corridor in Dublin, like, and we have
Murphy's, which is way, way nicer than Guinness, like, and
Keano... (This is an edited version of the UCC slogan, which
runs to 14,000 words in total)
...and what about our three All Ireland titles ... (Apologies,
readers, please give us a moment)
This is a satirical piece of writing and the contents of
the article should not be taken seriously. dit students' union




Treat
Yourself
with a
Breakfast
Smoothie
STUDENT GOOD GUIDE
CYO FOOD AND JUICE CO.
22 Wexford St,
The Village Quarter,
Dublin 2.
E-mail: food@cy04u.com
Tel: 01 4053945
Catenng for the Hungover as well as the
Health-conscIous.
CYO Food and Juice Co.
Out of Reach?
Located only a hop, skip and a jump from
Kevin street and perhaps a 3 minute walk from
Aungier, there's no excuse for us students not
to be getting our recommended daily allow-
ance of vitam in C.
juices have recently been hailed as a super
hangover cure and this place makes some
really yummy ones, but if you don't think you
could stomach it after a rough night at Spirit,
The CYO Food and juice Co. also offers much
more, including the traditional and trusty Full
Irish breakfast.
What's the Story?
This cafe/restaurant/juice bar, as common as
it may sound, actually stands out miles from
the rest of them. 'CYO' stands for 'create your
own'. There's a large salad counter located
in the middle of the cafe and here is where
you grab a tray and create your own salad or
sandwich. You simply then hand this to the
person at the till where it is priced according
to weight.
The atmosphere is really laid back and informal
with cushioned benches and wooden stools for
seating. The place is pretty small too, adding
to the cosiness and charm. The staff are a very
friendly bunch and are most welcoming of us
financially challenged students l
Taste Sensation or Sewage Generation?
Don't expect your usual sloppy tuna mayo on
white here either, there are a great variety of
tasty salads and atypical breads to choose
from. Think olives, sundried tomato hummus,
fresh basil pesto, sauteed mushrooms and
homemade salsa to name just a few of the
exotic fillings. Breads come in all shapes, sizes
and colours. Foccacia, ciabattas, wraps, crusty
baguettes and traditional slice pan are all on
offer.
Soups are scrumptious and vary everyday.
Also available are two dishes of the day, one
vegetarian and one regular, for something
more substantial. The last day they were serv-
ing Meatballs for the meat eaters and Veggie
spring rolls for, well, the veggies.
Another major selling point of the Food and
juice Co. are it's delectable juices and smooth-
ies. They are all made straight in front of you
and nearly every single one contains whole
fresh fruit and vegetables. just ask for one
already on the menu or get them to make
one up on the spot with your favourite fruits,
etc. 'The Breakfast Smoothie' is one the most
popular and is very handy for those of us
who've slept in through the most important
meal of the day! If you really need a good en-
ergy boost or detOXification, then the 'Monday
Morning' is the one for you. The recipes for
both of these are given below.
Price wise: Brown Thomas or Bargain Town?
I won't lie, this place isn't the cheapest but
it certainly isn't the most expensive either.
Good size sandWiches generally weigh in at
between 4.50 and 5.50, salads are a bit more,
between 5.00 and 6.00. Smoothies are 3.95
each and juices are between 3.50 and 4.50.
Soup of the day is 3·25 take away and 3.85 sit
in. Dish of the day is approx 10.00. But I have
to say, I really don't mind paying for my food,
especially at this quality.
Breakfast Smoothie
Ingred ients:
50g Alpen/Muesli
1 Banana
300mlMilk
1 tsp Honey
Method:
Throw all ingredients into a blender together,
put on the LID! Press the botton, whiz up and
there you have your very own scrumptious
liquid breakie.
Monday Morning Juice
Ingredients:
2 Carrots
2 Apples
'/2 Cucumber
'I, Beetroot
lcm Ginger
Method:
You'll need ajuicer for this one. Run all the in-
gredients through the jUicer into a large glass
and stir. Add ice if desired.

Indo Watchout!
Here Comes
the Mail
The arrival of the Irish Daily Mail will
add another newspaper into the al-
ready saturated media market. It
started on Monday 6th of February
with a free copy for readers and from
Tuesday to Friday) it sold for thirty
cent. Saturdais edition cost thirty-five
cent and the normal retail price is ex-
pected to be seventy-five cent.
BUSINESS FEATURE
BY MICHELLE LAHERTY
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This may be good for readers, as
competition is welcomed in com-
parison to a monopoly, but what
of the other papers. Undoubt-
edly, if the Irish Daily Mail hopes
to prosper, it will have to find a
clientele. It seems that Anthony
0' Reilly's Independent News and
Media will be affected.
At the moment the Irish Inde-
pendent is the most popular daily
newspaper. It has a circulation
of 164,000 a day and 150,000 of
these sell at the full price of 1.60
euro. The Independent also has
the compact version in addition
to the broadsheet and sales of
each are evenly split.
Currently the Independent News
and Media are spending 2 mil-
lion euro a year on Herald A.M.
Nevertheless, they still engage in
elaborate advertising campaigns
to boost the sales of their titles.
The Daily Mail has had sales In
Ireland of 10,000 up to this but
there 1 million euro plus advertis-
ing campaign, 200,000 printed
copies, 'rock bottom' prices and
an extensive giveaway pro-
gramme IS evidence that the Daily
Mail want to conquer Ireland.
According to the executive editor,
Paul Drury, they hope to have
daily sales of 40,000 but they do
not have "a business plan with a
certain sales figure."
In the Daily Mail itself they have
described themselves as being
the "one that cares about the
things you care about. And which
isn't afraid to say what you think-
not what others tell you to think."
There has been a long personal
battle between Martin Clarke,
the associate editor of the Irish
Daily Mail and the Independent.
Clarke was originally the editor in
chief of Ireland on Sunday. Gossip
columnists in the Sunday Inde-
pendent criticised Clarke while
Ireland on Sunday referred to the
Independent as the 'Indecline'.
The launch of the Daily Mail will
shift the 'balance of power' in the
media market. Many newspapers
can't handle the pressure of com-
petition and many have folded,
such as the Irish Press.
The Irish Daily Star looks like
it will be affected. It is also a
possibility that the Daily Mail
could even affect the Irish Times
readership, but that depends on
its success.
It is not a typical 'red top' paper
and it does have a lot more copy
than tabloids that may be an ad-
vantage. On the other hand, well
established papers such as the
Irish Times, the Examiner have a
strong readership that expects a
certain standard.
It will be interesting to see If the
Daily Mail can establish them-
selves firmly in the Irish market.
Perhaps the real question IS, Just
how far are they prepared to go to
gain readership?

Films to go to
'Syriana'
One film stirring it up within the inner
circles of movie buffs everywhere is the
long awaited 'Syriana' by hard hitting
director Stephen Gaghan. Starring an
over-ripe George Clooney, who packed on
3S pounds to portray the ground soldier
Barnes, this is undoubtedly Clooney's
most intense role to date making a
welcome change to his usual dapper Dan
type-cast appeal. Focusing on the global
corruption left in the wake of oil hungry
countries and corporations it dares to not
only ask the questions but throw the an-
swers back in stark reality, thus exposing
the end-of-the-line personal atrocities.
Get your tickets early folks, you have been
warned! (Sat 18- Savoy 1)
'l'Enfant'
Winner of the Cannes Palme D'Or is the
latest brainchild of the Dardene broth-
ers and top of my menu. This outing
charts the exploits of a young couple
who have thus far survived the various
criminal exploits of the male lead Bruno.
The movie opens with Sonja (Bruno's
partner) leaving the hospital with their
first born. She encapsulates his driving
passion and his raison d'etre but viewers
are left wondering if the baby will force a
wedge in their adolescent ideologies. This
wonderful serving skates through the
issues of adoption, crime, homelessness
and the young couples need for a carefree
existence. A must see with the humour
and talent expected from the Dardene's
prevalent throughout. (Wed 22- Screen 1)
'C.S.A. Confederate States of America'
If you like your aftertaste a little bitter
why not try this historical turnabout
docu-style drama. A mouthful indeed but
there are some seriously weighty issues
on offer. This film delves into the 'would-
be' present day situation had the south
won the civil war. A snapshot of life where
the 'CS.A.' allied with Hitler's Arian race
take over Europe and where internet
slavery auctions are now common place.
Assured to raise eyebrows and pulses,
don't miss this wonderfully macabre gem.
(Man 20- Screen 2)
The list goes on and with well over 100
films to choose from over the course of
the festival you'll not be left wanting.
Others to add to your list are 'Lobo' an
ETA. based Spanish film and 'New York
Doll', charting the re-launch of the band
spurred by none other than Smiths front-
man, Morrissey. By no means stop there
otherwise you'll be passing up the chance
to see a comic book brought to life by
first-time director, long-time cartoonist
Dave McKeon and a desperate housewife
playing a trans-gender man. One mega-
popcorn and a vat of cola please!
By: lames Clinch
The Frames Bask In
An Indian Summer
Whelans, (Dublin)
ROlsin Dubh, (Galway)
Port Laoise
(speCial show 70/80 cap) sold out
Cypress Avenue, (Cork)
Dolans Warehouse, (Limerick)
Thurs 9th March
Fri loth March
Mon 5th March
lues 7th March
Wed 8th March
'Girls' will be released on March 27th through
Pinnacle Records.
ENTERTAINMENT ARCHITECTS
PubliCIty. Promotions fJ Event Management
for the Entertainment Industry
wwwealtd,e
Ph: 01 219 4661
JCB Band Announce New Irish Dates
By: Donald Mahony
From the soaring opener 'Lugano' through the
Ahmed Abdullah-penned 'Lions ofJuda', Reid's
dense, melodic drumming steers the shi. Blissful
and keening, the spirit of Coltrane, once Reid's
neighbour, hovers throughout, making even Spirit
Walk's self-indulgent plunges, like the fourteen-
minute 'Drum Story', forgivable.
Reid has a backstory that could fill volumes
at seventeen, Reid played on Martha and the
Vandellas' 'Heatwave' and sat with everyone
from Sun Ra to Fela Kuti before expatriating to
Switzerland. For Spirit Walk, Reid has assembled
a remarkably forward-sounding ensemble, which
includes Kieran Hebden, aka Fourtet. Hebden's
name will give some musos hot flashes, but his
contribution is largely reined in.
After surviving such a journey, this drummer has
earned his rant.
Such is jazz in 2005 that a 51-year old drummer
might unlock its future. But after thirty years in
the wilderness, Steve Reid has teamed with some
younger luminaries on Spirit Walk to give jazz
some of its bite back.
Steve Reid Ensemble
Spirit Walk (Soul Jazz)
The Frames
Vicar Street
Tuesday, 7th February 2005.
Even though the majority of the songs
they played were previously unheard
of, the crowd were very receptive and
qUite honoured to be getting a preview
of what could well be another classIc al-
bum fram the well-travelled band. The
songs spoke for themselves: melodic,
sweet and heartfelt - all telling stories
of love, loss and friendship.
The band performed like it was a
stadium tour, playing each song as if
their lives depended on It. For a band
that has been making records since
1992, It'S impressive that they still have
the passion and drive of a teenage band
practicing in the shed. No matter how
many album sales or sold-out gigs they
have under their collective belt, they
still see the need to keep writing and
working just as hard. Hopefully their
next album, 'Burn the Maps', will see
The Frames holding their throne as one
of the best-loved and talented
GIG REVIEW
BY LINDSAY CLEARY
This gig at Vicar Street was a stark con-
trast to the masses of people jumping
In mud and screaming back the lyrics to
'Revelate', with Glen Hansard running
around the stage like the Energizer
Bunny on amphetamines. The point of
this show was not to reduce the crowd
to a hoarse, tired mess, but rather to
showcase songs from their upcoming al-
bum to a fully seated audience. Even the
audience members were different; less
long-haired students and more prafes
slonal 'grown-ups would you believe?
The Frames' legendary gigs have always
created huge excitement and even big-
ger Ticketmaster queues. Large venues
such as Marlay Park and Punchestown
have been host to crowds of people dur-
ing their shows; many of whom hadn't
even heard of the band three months
earlier.
World Service
Journalism
Louise Williams is a
freelance radio journalist.
She has just completed
a docu mentary series
for BBC World Service
on the impact the Asian
Tsunami had on the reli-
gious faith of those who
survived. Louise was
born and grew up in
Ireland.
Initially, what was it about radio as a me-
dium that you found interesting?
I grew up listening to the radio, The Gay Byrne
Show and programmes like that, but it wasn't
until I was In my mid-twenties, while I was
working as a translator, that I developed a
fascination with the world of international
broadcasting.
How would you describe your job title?
I usually say presenter/producer, but I work
as a reporter as well. I do a bit of everything,
which can be a good thing and it can be bad
thing. I would love to be presenting all of the
time, (and I would be a very rich person if I
were) but it hasn't worked out that way.
When did you start working in radio?
When I was working the Netherlands as a
translator, I saw a job advertisement in the
paper for a Radio Journalist and I thought
'That's it! That's the job for me!' So I recorded
myself on a Dictaphone reading some article
from the paper, which must have been abso-
lutely dreadful because they wrote back and
said you have absolutely no qualifications,
which is true, and that I didn't have a good
vOice for radio. I wrote back and offered them
translating work if in exchange for work in
Journalism. My CV fell on the desk of the Head
of the English Department at Radio Nether-
lands, and for whatever reason, he gave me
a shot. It was through working In the news
room three mornings a week that I picked up
the fundamental skills for radio. I was never
trained - it was Just a case of asking question
after question.
What have you found to be the most difficult
aspects of your job? The constant rejection
- that's really hard. I have had a good number
of blows along the way, and that's difficult, but
it's something you have to accept along the
way. Also the need to continuously come up
with new ideas, generate new concepts and
to constantly try to appear fresh
to people is difficult. You need to
constantly market yourself and
the work you're doing, even if you
don't feel like doing it. That can
be quite stressful.
On the flip side of that, what are
the parts of your job that you love
I have had so much freedom to
investigate stories, in particular
through a series I have just done
from South Asia. I was really lucky
to get the opportunity to go out
with my microphone and explore.
Also I love the flexibility of radio.
As a radio journalist you have
the opportunity to get out from
behind your desk, which is some-
thing I appreciate hugely. I think
it suits me and my character, not
to be doing the same thing every
day. I like a lot of diversity and I
think working on a wire service or
for a newspaper, you might not
get the same sense of location
that you can establish in radio,
which is such an exciting thing.
What has been the most
memorable part of your career
to date?
Rugby Challenge 2006 (Xbox)
From Ubisoft, the makers of
]onah Lomu Rugby, comes the
first rugby game of 2006. Out in
time to coincide with the RBS 6
Nations Tournament, this game
offers the worlds best tourna-
ments to play in. Play in the
RBS 6 Nations, Celtic League
and the European Cup amongst
other competitions. Featur-
ing all your favourite national
teams, it has the provinces,
clubs and your favourite play-
ers. As well as tournaments and
friend lies, this game allows an
in depth career mode, including
player transfers, coach hiring
and financial management. It
has a great tutorial mode that
takes ten minutes to go through
and it teaches all the basics of
rugby and how to play it in this
game. The game is kept very
simple and the playability is
much improved for it. Rucks,
mauls, scrums, drop kicks and
line outs are all so simple to
operate that the games flows
from one pass to the next. The
only real flaw is that there is no
online play on the Xbox version,
so no opportunity to take on the
French for real, but that aside, a
thoroughly enjoyable game, out
in time to allow us to achieve
I think the series I conducted for
BBC World Series on South Asia
was probably a high point for
me. It really was a big deal to be
funded and trusted by the BBC
World Service to produce and
present a four-part series. It was
a real confirmation of their trust
in me. I feel very lucky to have
been given that chance.
Is there any advice in particular
that you would give to individu-
als who are thinking about a ca-
reer In radio? I really think that it
is important that you nurture the
relationships with people you al-
ready know and the contacts you
have made. It's also important
to learn to distinguish between
the people who will genuinely
help you and the person who will
promise they will and then refuse
to answer your phone calls. I
find that in Ireland, that tends to
happen a lot, whereas in Britain,
I have always found that when
people say that they will help
you, that they help you and they
don't mess about.
that 6 nations glory that might
not be achievable in real life.
Call of Duty 2 (XboX36o)
From Infinity Ward and Activi-
sion, comes the follow up to the
game of the year 2003. On the
XboX360, this is the console
first great shooter. Call of Duty
returns with more cinematic
intensity and chaos than ever
before, in World War II's most
climactic battles. Play as Rus-
sian, British and American
soldiers in campaigns from
Stalingrad, El Alamein to fight-
ing in the German heartland.
As far as intensity goes, there
is so much happening around
you it's incredible. Everywhere
you looking there are soldiers
shooting and fighting an incred-
ible set of graphics makes this
game as close to real war as
you would want to get. The
Multiplayer online games are
fantastic individual and team
based games, playing with play-
ers from all over the world. Is it
worth buying an XbOX360? for
this game, most definitely.
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Console Room NOW OPEN at
Escape Entertainment Ltd
1st Floor, 215 Lr R.thmines Road, De
(up.t.lm Iram .etcllle, appnlte E..... Rac_b)
Play 150 GAM ES on 15 PS2s, PSPs,
XBoxes and XBox 360s. Play
online with XBox Live! or against
your friends.
Sign up far membership or ask about our
upcaminl1 instare taumament I
www.escapeent.com
014066815
info@escapeent.com
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Sex Can be an
Act of Passion
IQ. Love
FRESHERS COLUMN
Keeping with the theme of SHAG week, this
poem celebrates sex. It's a natural thing!
Skinny Dipping
We swim in the milkiness
Of moonlight
That falls on the inky
Depths of a rock pool,
Surrounded by shadows,
Fish at ou r feet.
His eyes gleam
With the reflection
Of moonshine on water,
His dark curls
Merge with the jagged cliffs
That loom in the distance,
His masculinity beneath
The same blanket of ocean
That covers the hills
And valleys of a woman
Untouched.
In anticipation,
We undress ourselves
Of this pool of night
That murmurs rumours
Of lust and romance.
Wordless, we exit,
Wanting
Something magical,
Primal.
We come together,
Urgent,
Demanding,
Hands, mouths, limbs
Intertwining,
Hoton cold,
Cold on hot,
Arching,
Imploding.
So many colours
To match each sensation-
Red for our passion,
Purple the hunger,
Pink with desperate need,
Orange so happy to be found ...
Suddenly,
All I see is the
WHITE, WHITE, WHITE, WHITE!
No colour could speak this,
It bu rsts and it
Fills me,
Erupts from my core and
Dances to my extremities...
We lie there in silence,
Satiated, pulsating,
Drenched by the
White of the moon
That witnessed
Our rainbow.
The Placebo Pint
Skinny stout, IS it an oxymoron or a placebo
Pint? That deCISion IS down to the drinking
public of Limerick and will.de~ermlnethe
fate of Diageo's latest deViation from the
humble Pint.
Their brainchild is the new "mid-strength"
brew and goes on its pilot scheme on the .
08th March. The product will be tested for SIX
months in 80 different Limerick bars. Llmenck
was the chosen destination because it is the
most demographically representative part of
Ireland (The Irish Times Feb 09th 2006). This
new drink is a close relative to the hugely un-
successful "Guinness Light" launched in 1979
which was a marketing pitch from the school
of bad choices, received as it was with the,
same level of success as Naomi Campbell s
singing career.
The important difference between ':~uinness
Light" and this new product IS that GUinness
light" was 3.6% proof where as the "mid-
strength" brew is 2.8% with the onglnal black-
gold daddio ringing in at 4.2%. SO IS It likely
that this new softer version of the dnnklng
mans poison will catch on?
Clever advertising and promotion will entice
drinkers to have a taste but like the white
"Kit Kat" or the diet drink you can't beat the
real cigar, with Guinness being the ~uban
of stouts. This new brew gives the two for
one" adage a whole new spin. Punters get to
lever back the same drink with their alcohol
consumption almost halved. This will make for
a happy drinker, a happy doctor and a happier
liver, but most of all for an ecstatic Diageo.
This new ploy is surely not just about promot-
ing the healthy mans pint but more about
plumping up the business mans pocket. P~ul.
Morris, Diageo's marketing manager said this
investment furthers Diageo Ireland's commit-
ment to promoting responsible drinking" (The
Irish Times Feb 09th 2006) Honorable as the
sentiment is the proof of that responsibility
will surely lay in the strength of the products
feasibility. Should "mid-strength" brew sell
like its failed light uncle then would It be safe
to assume that safer drinking will be over
shadowed by plummeting profits?
It's interesting to see all the products that
Diageo have launched. Looking at their
website and taking Guinness In Isolation there
are currently eight different types on offer. The
most ingenious of which has to be Draught In
a bottle and Draught in a can! GOing on these
Innovations I wonder what the press release
for the new brew will be " Mid-strength brew,
guaranteed to keep you sober longer".
When it comes to the institution of haVing a
good pint in a good pub, the backward whistle
and nod to the Jovial barman won't allow for
differentiation of draught so drink less, more
or the same, Just be happy and save Arthur G
from the Priory.
Would You
Rather be
Spiderman
orthe
Taoiseach?
THE 3RD COLUMN
BY ANDREW DEEGAN
Spiderman can scale walls, swing from
great heights, has superhuman powers and
a hot fiery model for a girlfriend. He has
fame as Spiderman, but cannot enjoy it as
he is really Peter Parker.
The Taoiseach on the other hand is rich,
famous, he has a substantial amount of power
over a considerably wealthy economy that IS
Ireland and has his own private jet.
Sure he has to take the stick and the blame
for all the other problems we have. Such
problems include the bus service and all the
problems associated with it. Only recently
has there been a long overdue cash injection
for getting some bigger brand new monster .
buses to assist the grOWing transport Issues In
the city centre. Or how about the drastic lack
of hospital beds that his colleague Mary Har-
ney must provide. We are all sick of hearing
about those hospital beds. Maybe the politi-
cians could take a cut from their lunch and
dinner expenses to pay for a few extra beds.
Somehow I don't think Miss Harney would
like a cut on that particular expense.
Everybody dreams of being rich and famous.
How about this for a magical daytrip: Wake
one morning, have breakfast in bed cour-
tesy of a swanky hotel, then jet off to a sun
kissed beach for cocktails and girls in bikinis,
then back in time for dinner in your favourite
restaurant in Dublin city all in you own private
jet. There is a famous line, adapted qUite
appropriately by the Spiderman comic books
that with great power comes great respon-
sibility. That is definitely true if you are the
Taoiseach of Ireland.
In truth I don't think anybody would like to be
the Taoiseach, no matter how much money
is earned, how much power you gain, giant
lunch expenses, or even having a private jet to
fulfil a magical daytrip.
It is nice to see that after taking the blame for
all the problems of the country together with
his fellow politicians, Bertie still has time to
look after the little people. Instead of talking a
magical daytrip this month, Bertie sent his pri-
vate jet on a rescue mission for little 11 month
old Molly D'Arcy to get an emergency heart
transplant over in the U.K. This act of lifesav-
ing goodWill to a single member (not even a
voting one!) gave us a rare insight into our
Taoiseach. Look out Spiderman, Bertie may be
out for a job swap, and as sure as Mary lane
will get kidnapped by evil criminals you don't
want his job!
((SHAG Week is about promoting sex-
ual health) if you are choosing to have
sex. Ifs all about making sure what-
ever decision you make) ifs one you)re
happy with and ifs a safe one.»
••0 •••
dit Students'lKlIon
As you are aware the OIl has embarked on the process of
modularlsa1lon of all courses. As part of this restrucIuring 1hIs
year the Academic calendar Is 'semesterIsed' with the teach-
Ing year diYlded Into two semesters of 15 weeks of learning and
assessments.
So many of you win have recently completed semester 1exams
for the first time. well, what do you think of It all? Is It better?
Is there room for Improvement anywhere? How has It
affected you?
The Students' Union Is keen to get feedback from you, the people
directly affected by the changes as your Input Into the conIInued
roll-out of semesterlsatlon I modularlsallon Is vital so that the
process Is Implemented In a posIIIve, fair and student-frIendIv
manner. So let It all outl
Please send any comments lposItIve or negaIIveI by emaII
at academIcaffalrsOdllsu.1e or contact BemadeIIe FcmlI.
VIce-PresIdent for AcademIc & Student AffaIrs, dnctIv at
086 603 1075.
...
OIT Aungier Street
Eve Donnelly
DIT Cathal Brugha Street
Sarah Murphy
OIT Kevin Street
Mairead Butler
OIT Mountjoy Square
Sharon Hughes
OIT Bolton Street
Claire Healey
All the SSA's are there dUring office hours
and all contact details are on the webslte
www.dltsu.le
If any class doesn't have a Class
Rep the easiest thing to do is drop
into their local Students' Union
office and speak to the Student
Support Advisor on-site who will
be able to tell you all you need
to know in order to get back on
track. It's just a matter of havi ng
an election during class and then
dropping the details into the
Students Union, and then you're
good to go again. Also you can
have a chat with any of the local
Class Rep Convenors on each site
or the Sabbatical Officers - Bob
Coggins, Bernadette Farrell and
Alan Mac Stiofain. All of these
officers and staff are there to help
with any issue / problem / query
you may have. Your SSA's on site
are:
Tell us what you think abou
5emesterIsatIon I Modularisation
Well, you are onto the right place
anyway. Unfortunately we can
lose a lot of Class Reps over
the Academic Year because of
people dropping out or changing
courses or other circumstances,
but it's not the end of the world.
You're dead right to consider your
options now because having a
Class Rep is essential, especially
at this time of year when there
are a lot of assignments given out
and there may be ongoing issues
arising. Having a Class Rep is one
of the easiest way of dealing with
them. Also, without a Class Rep
your class may find out about the
different activities and events
that are being organized by the
Students Union and Clubs &.
Soc's etc.
Hi Molly,
Hi there,
I hope you can help. We're first
years and we elected our Class
Rep back in September when
this guy from the Students'
Union came into our class. The
girl we elected decided to leave
our course over Christmas, but
now we're having a bit of hassle
with one of our projects and on
your website it says to talk to
our Class Rep!! Any idea what
to do?
to take my word for it - too few
people are ready to fess up - but I
can assure you that not everyone
is haVing as much sex, fabulous
or otherwise, as they might have
you think.
SHAG Week is about promoting
sexual health, if you are choosing
to have sex. It's all about mak-
ing sure whatever decision you
make, it's one you're happy with
and it's a safe one. Safe sex IS
really important and you're right
that not enough people know it.
That's why USI and DITSU makes
such a big deal about making sure
everyone has all the information
to keep them safe and healthy.
You never know when people
might need it.
Whatever you do though, do
not let this idea that absolutely
everyone has this amazing sex life
get the better of you; stick with
whatever decision makes you the
most comfortable. Sex is by no
means the most Important thing
that you'll ever do in college.
Dear Molly,
I noticed the posters for SHAG
week. Saw loads of students
in their red and black SHAG
t-shirts. I was there when the
condoms were being handed
out and when all the games
were being played. After all
that I tried to avoid going any-
where but my classes the rest of
the week. I feel like a complete
freak sometimes, especially on
weeks like that. I hate to say it,
but right now I don't really have
any use for all the condoms
that were being handed to me.
I didn't want to give the game
away in front of my friends so I
just took them and pretended
like 'this is great!' I know that
safe sex is really important and
that not enough people my age
realise this but I have to ask,
am I really the only one who's
not completely obsessed
with sex?
People are still very shy about
being honest about their true
feelings towards sex so you often
do see a lot of bravado. This front
can leave a lot of people feeling
alienated since they think they
are not sharing in this supposedly
universal expenence that has got
their classmates talking so much.
The fact is more people are in the
same boat as you than you will
ever know. You may Just have
Does the Body
Rule the Mind or
Does the Mind
Rule the Body?
OlT HEALTH CENTRES
Studert Health ServICe. Aung,er St
Serving the South City DITcolleges; Aungler St, Kevin's Street,
Rathmines, Temple Bar, Conservatory ofMusIC.
Situated. Second floor of Aungier SI. College
Opening Hours, Mon-Fn: 9.30am-12.30pm, 2.15pm-4-30pm
Contact. (01) 402 3051
Student Health Service, Bolton Stre t.
---_._- ---------------
Serving the north City DITcolleges; Bolton Street, MountJoy
Square, Cathal Brugha St, Linenhall
Situated, linenhall Lodge, across from main entrance
to Bolton 51. College.
Opening Hours, 9am -12.30 and 1-30 - 4pm
Contact, (01) 402 3614
The OIT health centre provides free medical
services for students. "Students should use it.
It's free. They can save a lot of money," says
the Medical Oirector at OIT Aungier Street
Student Health Centre, Or. Brendan Clune.
It's early afternoon in his office on the second
floor clinic. The waiting room's magazines
are well-thumbed and the leather seat covers
have been worn smooth. There is an air of
quiet efficiency.
The health centre acts as a "primary care" fa-
cility and should be the first stop for full-time
students with health complaints. "Anyone can
walk in that door and get attention", says Or
Clune, who has been working at the health
centre since it was established 15 years ago.
The centre IS like a GP's office, providing a
wide range of services from issuing prescrip-
tions and sick certs to diagnosing and treating
a host of common ailments.
Students are first assessed by nurses at the
health centre, who can deal with a range
of issues, from giving advice on methods of
contraception and sexual health to providing
information regarding asthma and giving up
smoking. They also handle routine injections
and wound dressing. If necessary, they will re-
fer the student on to a doctor. In all cases the
service is completely confidential: a student's
medical records are maintained separately
from their college records.
There is no charge for the services offered in
the health centre. Students referred to serv-
ices outside the health centre may have to pay
fees, but in general members of the public are
entitled to free outpatient service in Ireland.
Additionally the charge for attending casualty.
usually around €SS, is waived with a doctor's
note, which the health centre can provide.
The health centre cannot cure all ills, but it
has the contacts necessary to provide proper
care and treatment. It can also arrange ap-
pointments with dentists and opticians.
There are two health centres: one in Aungier
Street for Southside campuses and the other
in Bolton Street for students based in North-
side OIT buildings. Places are limited and it's
worth phoning ahead to book your place.
The health centre also runs a Sexual Health
screening clinic in the Aungier Street clinic
every Tuesday and Friday morning between
lOam and lpm. Appointments can be made
through a nurse and a fee of 15 euro applies to
cover the cost of the screening tests. Medica-
tion IS provided free of charge for any Sexually
Transmitted Infection detected. As always,
confidentiality is paramount.
For further mformatlon, see
www.dit.ie/DITIstudents/supportlhealth
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Sponsored Silence
RAG Week 2006 was kicked off to a flying start with the Central Reme-
dial Clinic, (CRC) Bed Push on Monday 13th February.
The Bed Push brought DIT students from all the campuses across the
city out to relieve the unsuspecting public of their cash! The aim of the
Bed Push was to raise awareness and get cash for the chosen charity
the CRC. The Bed Push was justified by the amazing 5000 euro donated
to it by students and the public alike. The festivities started as early as
Bam in Mountjoy Square and Cathal Brugha Street colleges.
The Bed Push was started in Rathmines College by a group of hardcore
Mountjoyers who trekked across the city in some rather fetching night-
wear. The fun really got started when the group arrived at DIT Aungier
Street where there was a mighty crowd of students waiting with water
guns (water) to join the fun! There was also a selection of nuns, (includ-
ing Mother Mary, AND sister Aimee), tractors, a gorilla and clowns
amongst the motley crew.
Once Aungier Street and its occupants had been removed of all spare
change the growing posse of students, and of course the bed, made
its way to St. Stephens Green, the Mountjoy girls were given a break
from pushing the bed for a while as the strapping Aungier St and Kevin
St lads took over for a while. The pedestrians of Grafton Street were
bombarded with pj-wearing students causing disruption to their lunch
times, but all for a very worthy cause. The public was extremely gener-
ous with their spare change, but many students felt it was more an
attempt to try and stop our boisterous student chanting!
After Grafton Street the 'crew' made their way to O'Connell Bridge,
with the usual 'via Trinners' approach, where the students ofTrinity
were very generous, and the security man who removed us was also
very pleasant! The bed then headed up O'Connell Street and onto
Henry Street. We reckoned Henry Street was the best fun, the public
was really generous and up for a laugh and we got loads of money and
everyone was in great form.
We then motored up Parnell Street and our grand finale, the DIT Bolton
St~eet. Everyone arrived exhausted but happy, a lot of money was
raised and that was the aim of the game!!
It was a great way to make money and raise awareness and wear-
ing our Pi's in public was an added bonus. So well done everyone and
thanks to everyone who supported us!
By: AshUn, O'Repn,
Ents Officer Oil Mountjoy Square
(and PI wearln, Bed Pusher!)
As I walked into Aungier Street
on 13th February, first day of
RAG week, I expected to be
greeted with the usual noise
and confusion that is a Monday
morning in college plus some
additional raucous proceed-
ings which usually accompany
the inaugural day of RAG week.
Instead of this, I was ignored
when I asked a fellow classmate
what room our first lecture was
in. It was then that I remem-
bered the Sponsored Silence
that myself and Mark Noonan
were organising was In full
muted swing. The event was
billed as "Who would you like to
see shut up for a day?" Nomina-
tions ranged from lecturers and
Alan Mac Stiofan to the entire
Red Soc. The silence ran from
11-2 yet one unwitting partici-
pant continued it for a further
9 hours, much to his friends
amusement. The silence was
moved to Grafton St at 2:00
when the three organisers were
strapped to chai rs and had thei r
mouths bound all in the name
of charity. Much hilarity ensued,
resulting in some X-rated sto-
ries which cannot be repeated
here. €487-44 was raised in an
hour thanks to the efforts of
Siobhan Griffin and the rest of
the 3rd year Marketing girls. In
total, the Sponsored Silence
raised €3000 for the CRC. A big
thank you to everyone who took
part and helped out.
By: Rory Fox.

RAG Trip Dismay
Dear Members,
I Issued the below apology to all OTT students and staff on Friday 17th February as a result
of the events on Thursday morning, prior to the Rag Trip.
Smce then there has been a lot of conjecture about the triP and I would like to take this op-
portunity to discuss the actions and express the feelings of those of us involved on the day.
Traditionally the Rag Trip has been associated with great craic and of course, the mevltable
consumption of alcohol. As you are aware, OTT has a strict policy on alcohol, which we
ourselves endorse In regard to the promotion of safe drinking.
This year we took steps to ensure that alcohol was not taken onto the buses. We were
obliged to this by law, and also by our duty of care to our members. The decision to not
allow alcohol on the bus was printed on every ticket sold.
We were aware that some students would, from their prev:ous experience, Ignore this mfor-
matlon and bnng alcohol regardless. To prepare for thiS, we hired professional event staff to
search all students gomg onto buses and to dispose of any alcohol.
What we were not prepared for however, was that so many students would arrive on site,
with large quantities of alcohol and when realising they couldn't take it on buses, decide to
drink It all in a short space of time.
I do not need to detail here some of the scenes that were witnessed mAungier St, MounJtoy
Sq and Bolton St, suffice to say everyone involved mthe Union was shocked and saddened
by the way some students chose to start their day.
OlT and OlTSU staff had to deal with aggressive, drunken, loutish behaviour that has no
place m the Institute. Any regard for courtesy or manners seemed to go out the wmdow for
some students as they threw broken bottles on the ground, shouted obscenities to fellow
students, and showed blatant disregard for the rights of other students, as well as insultmg
and offendmg members of the public and the Gardal, who were helping co-ordmate the
event. The clean up operation which began at lunchtime went on well mto the evenmg.
On Friday myself, Alan and Bernadette met with President Norton, who on behalf of OTT
expressed his dismay at the scenes witnessed on Thursday. The Presidents' condemnation
of the events was matched by our own.
The crux of this Issue IS that the future of all OIT Students' Union events has been brought
mto question, and the possibility of future 'Mystery Tours' is very unlikely. In all my time
m OlT I have been a huge advocate of the Importance of social aspect of student life, and I
have been hugely Involved mthe organisation of these events. HoweverThursday mornmgs
events have left us wondenng what IS the best direction to now take with regard to what
has always been the highlight of our events calendar, and If RAG week can survive this
behaviour?
This letter is not published as a threat, It is an explanation of where we now stand with
regard to OlT Students' Union events, and will hopefully express our disillusionment with
the behaviour of a section of the students we represent and work for
You rs tru Iy,
Bob Coggins,
Student Union President.
-------_._--------
DIT Students' Union wishes to apologise unreservedly for the unacceptable behaviour
witnessed mAungler St, Bolton St and MountJoy Square on Thursday 16 th February.
We wish to apologise to OlT Staff, Students and any member of the public that was affected
by the events leadmg up to The Mystery Rag Trip.
We are extremely dlsappomted that thiS event, out of an otherwise successful Rag Week
was marred by such dlsappomtlng scenes.
Whilst every measure was put in place to organise a safe tnp, mcludlng the elimmatlon of
alcohol on the buses, we were unprepared for the actions of some of our membership pnor
to departure.
Whilst OITSU will do everything possible to help students deal with problems around
alcohol, we will show no tolerance for those who havmg abused alcohol then proceed
to abuse the nghts of others.
OITSU would like to acknowledge and thank all staff that assisted us dUring the event
e.-
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